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Johdon yhteenveto
Ihmisten mediankäyttö on jatkuvassa muutoksessa. Tämä tutkimus pyrkii
kartoittamaan ihmisten tämänhetkisiä mediankäyttötottumuksia. Mediankäyttöä
tarkastellaan viikon eri päivinä (maanantaista sunnuntaihin) sekä päivän eri
aikoina (aamulla, päivällä ja illalla).
Metodina toimii kvalitatiivinen tutkimusmenetelmä. Datan keruuseen on käytetty
sähköisiä päiväkirjoja, joihin osallistujat kirjoittavat mediankäytöstään keskittyen
neljään kysymykseen: 1. Mitä mediaa käytetään, 2. Millä tavalla (esim. painetussa
muodossa, TV, radio, tietokone, matkapuhelin jne.), 3. Miten kauan (minuuteissa)
ja 4. Miksi. Tutkimukseen osallistui kaiken kaikkiaan 95 henkilöä joko yhden tai
kahden viikon ajan (sisältäen luennon uusista tavoista kuluttaa mediaa ennen
toisen viikon aloittamista). Kaikki kvalitatiivinen data koodattiin ja analysoitiin
Excelissä. Data kattaa kokonaisuudessaan 957 mediapäivää ja yli 4600
mediankäyttötuntia. Päiväkirjojen lisäksi osallistujat täyttivät taustatietokyselyn
sisältäen demografisia kysymyksiä, kysymyksiä median rahallisesta kulutuksesta
sekä erinäisiä kysymyksiä mediaan liittyvistä asenteista.
Huomion arvoista on että siitä huolimatta että data on kvantifioitu, se on kerätty
kvalitatiivisella metodilla ja tulokset tulisi tulkita tämä huomioon ottaen. Vaikka
tuloksia ei voi yleistää koko Suomea edustavaksi, antavat ne kuitenkin hyvän
yleiskatsauksen siitä, miltä mediapäivä näyttää tutkimukseen osallistuneiden
osalta.
Tuloksia tarkastellaan ensin koko vastaajajoukon osalta. Tämän jälkeen tulokset
erotellaan ensin sukupuolen ja sitten iän mukaan (=<19-vuotiaat, 20-27-vuotiaat,
28-44-vuotiaat, 45-63-vuotiaat ja >64-vuotiaat).
Ikä ja sukupuoli vaikuttavat mediapäivän sisältöön ja pituuteen. <19-vuotiaat
kuluttavat eniten mediaa perjantaisin, 20-27-vuotiaat sunnuntaisin, 28-44 ja 4563-vuotiaat keskiviikkoisin ja >64-vuotiaat lauantaisin. Vanhin ikäryhmä kuluttaa
muihin verrattuna eniten mediaa viikon jokaisena päivänä, jopa yli 400 minuuttia
keskimäärin. Nuorin ikäryhmä (=< 19-vuotiaat) kuluttavat keskimäärin vähiten
aikaa mediaan (n. 200–250 min. päivästä riippuen). Miehet kuluttavat enemmän
aikaa mediaan arkisin ja naisten mediankulutus on suurempi kuin miesten
viikonloppuisin. Miehet kuluttavat huomattavasti enemmän mediaa aamulla kuin
naiset, päivän mittaan ero kuitenkin tasoittuu. Huomattavia muutoksia median
kulutuksessa ei ollut havaittavissa vastaajilla jotka osallistuivat tutkimukseen
kahden viikon ajan.
Mediankulutus vaihtelee siis suuresti viikonpäivästä, päivänajasta, sukupuolesta ja
iästä riippuen. Eroista huolimatta, tietokoneen käyttö, printtimedia ja TV vievät
yleisesti suurimman osan mediapäivästämme, keskimäärin noin 266 minuutista
313 minuuttiin. Vaikka mediankulutusta mobiilipäätelaitteilla (älypuhelimella)
ilmeneekin erityisesti nuorten keskuudessa, on se tämän tutkimuksen perusteella
kuitenkin vain marginaalinen osa mediapäivästä. Tosin mediankulutus
mobiililaitteilla rajoittuu usein lyhyisin useasti toistuviin hetkiin, joita ei
välttämättä kirjata päiväkirjaan. Mobiililaitteiden käytön tutkimiseksi
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suosittelemmekin siksi siihen paremmin soveltuvia tutkimusmenetelmiä, lähinnä
automaattisesti tehtävää mittausta. Kiinnostavia tuloksia on paljon, mutta alla
olevaan listaan on valittu tutkimuksen keskeisimpiä tuloksia:
1. Päivästä riippuen, noin 24-36% (n. 66-114 min. keskimäärin päivästä
riippuen) mediapäivästä kulutetaan tietokoneen ääressä. Noin kolmannes
(15-32 min.) tästä koostuu sosiaalisesta mediasta, kun taas uutismediat (711 min.) ja videopalvelut (4-10 min.) vievät molemmat n. 10% osuuden.
Sosiaalisen median osuudesta n. 55-60% on Facebookin käyttöä.
Tietokoneella kulutetusta uutismediasta n. 20–25% on iltapäivälehtien
lukua, jonka jälkeen seuraa suuret päivälehdet. Vain erittäin pieni osuus
uutismediasta on ulkomaista.
a. Tietokonetta käytetään eniten päiväsaikaan, miehet keskimäärin
naisia enemmän. Tämä ero selittyy runsaammalla uutismedian
kulutuksella ja netin kautta kuunnellusta musiikista.
b. Naiset viettävät keskimäärin enemmän aikaa sosiaalisissa
medioissa. Tämä pätee kaikkina päivänaikoina, mutta kuitenkin
vahvimmin iltaisin jolloin naiset myös keskimäärin kuluttavat
hieman enemmän aikaa tietokoneen ääressä kuin miehet. Naiset
kuluttavat yleisesti esim. kolminkertaisesti enemmän aikaa (17%)
blogeihin verrattuna miehiin (6% miesten tietokoneella
sosiaalisessa mediassa vietetystä ajasta).
c. 20-27-vuotiaat vaikuttavat olevan ns. tietokone ikäryhmä; he
kuluttavat keskimäärin eniten aikaa tietokoneen ääressä. He ovat
myös selvästi aktiivisin ikäryhmä sosiaalisissa medioissa.
d. 28-44-vuotiaat ovat myös tietokoneen suurkuluttajia. Toisiin
ikäryhmiin verrattuna he, ehkä hieman yllättäen, katsovat
enemmän TV-ohjelmia ja netti-videoita ( TV:n ja videoiden katselu
netin välityksellä on kuitenkin marginaalinen osa tietokoneella
kulutetusta mediasta, vain n. 8%). Miehillä siitä 74% on Youtuben
käyttöä, kun taas naisilla 53%. Huomionarvoista tässä ikäryhmässä
on myös se, että tämä ikäryhmä on ensimmäinen joka viettää
enemmän aikaa iltaisin TV:n katseluun kuin tietokoneen ääressä
(asia on päinvastoin kahden nuoremman ikäryhmän kohdalla).
e. Vanhimmat osallistujat käyttävät vähiten tietokonetta, mutta
heidän kulutuksensa sisältää huomattavasti enemmän hyötysisältöä
kuten uutisia. Vaikuttaakin siltä että tietokoneella kulutetun
uutismedian osuus kasvaa lineaarisesti iän kanssa.
f. Ikää ja media asenteita tarkasteltaessa nousee selvästi esille
Internetin tärkeys nuoremmille, sekä naisten että miesten
keskuudessa. Nuoremmille media tarjoaa viihdettä, sosiaalisuutta
sekä ajan tasalla pysymistä heitä kiinnostavista asioista.
g. 28–44-vuotiaat kuluttavat eniten rahaa Internet-palveluihin, kun
taas 20-27-vuotiaat kuluttavat vähiten. Tulevaisuudessa ollaan
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valmiita kuluttamaan enemmän juuri digitaaliseen mediaan,
Internet palveluihin että mediasovelluksiin. Tämä pätee kaikkiin
ikäryhmiin, kuitenkin vahvimmin 45–63-vuotiaisiin.
h. Mediasovelluksiin kuluttavat eniten rahaa 45-63-vuotiaat, mutta
heti heistä seuraavia ovat alle 19-vuotiaat. Verrattuna muihin
ikäryhmiin 45-63-vuotiaat ovat myös se ikäryhmä joka uskoo
kasvattavansa
eniten
kulutustaan
mediasovelluksiin
tulevaisuudessa. 20-27-vuotiaat kuluttavat vähiten rahaa
mediasovelluksiin kaikkiin muihin ikäryhmiin verrattuna.
2. Printin osuus mediapäivästämme on noin 20% (53-67-minuuttia
keskimäärin päivästä riippuen). Printin lukemisesta 39% on sanomalehtiä
(19-27 minuuttia), 14% aikakausilehtiä (6-11 minuuttia) ja 44% kirjoja
(22-32 minuuttia).
a. Naisten ja miesten printtikulutuksessa (minuuteissa) ei ilmene
merkittäviä eroja viikon eri päivinä. Aamuisin miehet kuluttavat
kuitenkin keskimäärin n. 10 minuuttia enemmän aikaa printtiin,
mutta iltaisin trendi on taas päinvastainen (naiset n. 10 minuuttia
enemmän).
b. Printin kulutuksesta suurin osa koostuu kirjojen lukemisesta, n.
44% (sekä naisten että miesten osalta). Kirjojen osuus printistä on
lähes yhtä suuri sukupuolesta tai iästä riippumatta ja kirjoja luetaan
enemmän kun sanomalehtiä.
c. Miehillä on tapana lukea enemmän päivälehtiä kun taas naiset
lukevat enemmän aikakausilehtiä. Päivälehtien lukeminen vähenee
lineaarisesti päivän mittaan kun taas kirjojen kulutus nousee.
d. >64-vuotiaat (jotka siis kuluttavat eniten mediaa keskimäärin) ovat
myös perinteisten medioiden suurkuluttajia (printti, TV, radio).
Samalla nuorin ikäryhmä taas lukee vähiten printtimedioita.
Vahvimmin tämä ilmiö näkyy päivälehtien kohdalla; mitä
vanhempi on, sitä enemmän aikaa kulutetaan päivälehtien
lukemiseen. Sama ilmiö näkyy myös rahallista kulutusta
tarkasteltaessa.
e. Printin prosentuaaliset osuudet (eli onko kyseessä sanomalehti,
aikakausilehti tai kirja) ovat huomattavan tasaisia eri ikäryhmien
välillä viikon eri päivinä.
3. Yhteenvetona voi todeta että mediapäivämme on pirstaloitunut yhä
pienempiin kokonaisuuksiin, mutta siitä huolimatta mediankäyttö on hyvin
rutiininomaista.
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Executive Summary
Our media consumption is in a constant state of change. This study explores the
consumers’ current daily media consumption. Media consumption is looked at
during different days of the week (Monday-Sunday), and during different times of
the day (morning, day, and evening).
Methodologically, qualitative data collection has been used. More specifically,
electronic-diaries were used to collect data about the consumed media by focusing
on four key questions; 1. What media is consumed, 2. How it is consumed (e.g.
print, TV, computer, mobile etc.), 3. For how long (in minutes), and 4. Why? In
total, 95 people participated in the study either for one week, or for two (including
a lecture about new ways for consuming media before starting the second week).
All qualitative data was coded and analyzed in Microsoft Excel. In total, data
from 957 days, and a total of over 4600 hours of media usage, was collected. In
addition to the diary, a background survey was conducted to collect demographic
data, as well as data about media expenditure, and various media attitudes.
It is worth noting that, despite the data is being quantified, the data collection has
been qualitative and thus, results should be interpreted as such. Although the
results ought not to be generalized for the entire Finnish population, they still give
a good overview of what the media day looks like within the studied sample.
Results are at first looked at as a total sample and then comparing genders and
five different age groups (=<19 year-olds, 20-27 year-olds, 28-44 year-olds, 45-63
year-olds, >64 year-olds).
Media consumption varies depending on gender and age. For example, <19 yearolds spend most media on Fridays, 20-27 year-olds on Sundays, 28-44 and 45-63
year-olds on Wednesdays, and the >64 year-olds on Saturdays. The oldest age
group also consumes more media than any other age group on every day of the
week, as much as over 400 minutes on average on some days. The youngest age
group (=< 19 year-olds) consumes on average least time on media (about 200-250
min. depending on the day). Men consume more time on media during the week
while women during the weekend. Men consume notably more media in the
mornings than women, during the day the difference however becomes more
even. No notable changes in media consumption could be noted for those
respondents who participated for two weeks.
Media consumption varies in other words from day to day, on different times of
day and between genders and age groups. Despite the differences, computer
usage, print, and TV take most of our media day, which averages between 266
and 313 minutes. Media consumed through mobile devices is evident to some
extent among the youngsters, but is still according to these results, only a fraction
of the total media day. This may be to some extent caused by the data collection
method, a diary; usually mobile usage is short and repetitive and such may not be
noted in the diaries. We therefore recommend other research methods more
suitable for the purpose to map mobile usage, e.g. methods allowing automatic
tracking. The study contains many interesting results, but the list below shows
some of the key findings:
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1. Around 24-36% (66-114 min. on average depending on the day), of the
daily media is consumed through the computer. Social media accounts for
a third (15-32 min.) of this time, while different news media (7-11 min.)
and online video (4-10 min.) take an equal account of around 10%.
Facebook accounts for over 55-60% of the time spent on social media. The
news media consumed with a computer consists of around 25-30% of
reading afternoon papers, followed by the big daily newspapers. Only a
very small share the consumed media is foreign.
a. The computer is used most during daytime, men consume on
average more than women. This difference is explained by men’s
tendency to follow more news media and listen more to online
music during daytime than women.
b. Women spend on average more time on social media. This is true
for all times of day and especially in the evening when women also
spend some more time in front of the computer than men. Women
consume in general for instance three times more time on blogs
than men (blogs read by women represent 17% vs. 6% by men of
total social media usage).
c. 20-27 year-olds seem to be a so called computer age group and
consume on average most time in front of the computer. They are
also the most active age group in social media.
d. Heavy users of the computer are also the 28-44 year-olds. The
difference is caused, perhaps a bit surprisingly, by a higher
consumption of online video compared to the other age groups.
Still, watching online TV and videos is, according to these results,
a very small part of the total time spent on the computer (8%). For
men, over 74% of this consists of watching Youtube, the same
share for women is 53%. Noteworthy within this age group (28-44
year-olds) is also that this age group is the first for which TV
watching surpasses computer use in the evening (the opposite in
the two younger age groups).
e. The oldest respondents use the least computer, but their usage is
notably more focused on consuming news media in comparison to
the younger ones. It seems like the consumption of news media is
in a linear positive relationship with age.
f. Looking at age and attitudes towards media, it can be seen how
younger generations, both women and men, value the Internet.
Also, for them media is more about entertainment, social relations,
and keeping up-to-date with things that interest them.
g. 28-44 year-olds spend the most on Internet services, while 20-27
year-olds spend the least. Expectations of future expenditure are
leaning towards a preference for digital (both internet services, and
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media applications). This is true for all age groups, but strongest
among those in the 45-63 years age range.
h. Media applications are most spent on by 45-63 year-olds, and
followed by those under 19 year-olds. 45-63 year-olds are those
that expect to increase their expenditure on apps the most in the
future.
20-27 year-olds spend the least money on media
applications compared to all other age groups.
2. Print accounts for around 20% (53 to 67 minutes) of the media day. Of the
print consumption on average 39% (19-27 minutes daily) is on
newspapers, 14% on magazines (6-11 minutes), and 44% on books (22-32
minutes).
a. There are no notable differences in the consumption (minutes) of
print media between genders on different weekdays. Men however
spend on average about 10 minutes more on print in the morning
but in the evening it is the other way around.
b. Most of the time reading print media consists of reading books,
around 44% (true for both genders). The share of book
consumption is equally large regardless of gender or age, and
books are read more than newspapers.
c. Men tend to read more newspapers while women prefer magazines.
Newspapers consumption decreases linearly throughout the day
while book consumption increases.
d. >64 year-olds who consumes most media in general, are also heavy
consumers of traditional media (print, TV, radio). The youngest
age-group, on the other hand, read print media the least. This
finding is strongest in the case of newspapers, the older you are the
more time is spent on reading newspapers. This holds true also for
print media expenditure. Money spent on print sees a clear linear
relationship with age; the older you are the more money you spend
on print media.
e. The shares spent on different kinds of print (newspapers, books,
and magazines) is surprisingly even between age groups during
different days of the week.
3. In conclusion, it can be noted that the media day is becoming more and
more fragmented into smaller entities, but the consumption is still very
routine-like.
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1 Introduction
An understanding of the consumer and his/her information behavior should play a
central role in any firm´s decisions making. Especially when it comes to decisions
related to product or service offerings, it is of great importance to understand what
the consumer needs and values. Within the media landscape, the consumer
behavior is currently undergoing something what may be the biggest, and the
fastest, changes in history- changes, that affect traditional media firms on a scale
unlike any other. The introduction of ever smarter portable devices, tablets and
smartphones, brings the content from all over the world to the consumers
fingertips, wrapped in a portable carry-on design. The consumer is over flooded
with digitalized content from all over the world. All he or she needs to do is to
choose the content that gives him/her most added value and best meets his/her
expectations.
Within this context, understanding the consumers’ media habits, or media
routines, is important; what the consumer really consumes, in what way they are
consumed (is it still traditional print or has there already been a strong transition
to digital), and for how long, i.e. what the media day consists of. The time spent
on different media gives an indication of what the consumer considers important,
as well as shows where to best reach out to the consumer when firms wishes to do
so. These daily routines vary depending on the day of the week, the time of the
day, or simply between weekdays and weekends. Various things in our daily lives,
our work, hobbies, friends, and family, affect what our daily media routine may
look like. During the weeks, one may have less spare time, and media routines
may be more driven by the time available. During the weekends, one´s days are
often built of completely other kinds of routines and thus, the media day can look
completely different.
This is a study, which aims to tackle the question of varying media routines over
different times of the week, during different time of the day. Methodologically
(see more below in chapter two) e-diaries are used during a time of 1-2 weeks to
gather data about the daily media routines. The diaries are backed up by a
background survey, allowing for various types of categorizations and comparisons
of data. Results show what the current media day is built of, and how it varies
between the different times of the day and the week, as well as among genders
and age groups.
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1.1 Definitions and acronyms
Age group =

The participants of the study are divided into five age groups,
depending on when they are born: age group 1 (born 1993 or later)
age group 2 (born 1985-1982), age group 3 (born 1968-1984), age
group 4 (1949-1967), and age group five (born before 1949).
Average time = a calculated estimation of the average time in minutes consumed
on a certain activity. See Appendix II for a more detailed
description on the calculus method.
Book (print) = Printed books of all types, including educational books.
Browsing = Activity on the computer that cannot be identified to further detail
due to the way it has been presented in the diary, e.g. “I was
surfing for two hours”. Thus it may include any type of media
content.
Computer media= media consumed via a computer, either laptop or desktop
computer.
Day =
See Daytime.
Daytime =
The time of the day. This study divides the day into three
categories: Morning, Day, and Evening. No specific time intervals
are given for each category.
Electronic diary = the primary data collection method. Respondent wrote a diary
in their preferred way, either as a blog, a text document, or directly
into an email.
Evening =
See Daytime.
Free distribution (print) = Any print distribution that is either sent to the home
address, including the shops own publications and advertisements,
or publications freely available (e.g. Metro).
Internet services = A category used in the survey for a question about media
expenditure: includes all internet services, excluding the money
spent on the actual connection.
M (in graphs) = The acronym for men.
Magazines (print) = Includes all weekly and monthly magazines, e.g. Tekniikan
Maailma, Cosmopolitan, Aku Ankka, Gloria, Bilsport, Trendi etc.
Often a specific title name was not given, but instead reported as “I
was reading a magazine for 60 minutes…”
Media =
In the electronic diaries no specific definition of media was given
beforehand. Instead, the respondent was encouraged to include
everything that he/she might consider as media. Some examples
were given of what media could include (see Appendix I for the
instructions given for the participants).
Media applications = A category used in the survey for a question about media
expenditure
Mobile media = Media consumed through a mobile phone, does not include
tablets and e-readers.
Morning =
See Daytime.
News media (computer) = Category used for media used via a computer. Includes
the webpages of newspapers (national and international), or the
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respondent own indication of news media (e.g. “I was reading
news for 35 minutes)
Newspapers (print) = Includes all daily newspapers, morning and afternoon
media, e.g. Helsingin Sanomat, Turun Sanomat, Aamulehti,
Kauppalehti etc.
Online music (computer) = Category used for music listened via the computer.
E.g. Youtube music, Spotify, Radio channels.
Online video (computer) = Includes e.g. Youtube, Katsomo, Areena, liveleak,
channel1, streaming.
Other (overall media) = music from CD:s/other recordings, music through mp3
player, game console playing, DVD movies, recordings from the
digibox, cinema.
Other (computer use) = Includes computer use not part of the other categories
used (i.e. social media, news media, online music, online video,
browsing, and mail). This includes using specific software (e.g.
Office) and webpages not part of news media (e.g. weather,
banking).
Other (print) = Uncategorized reading (e.g. “I read the morning mail”)
Overall consumption = media consumption for the entire sample, without
grouping by either gender or age group.
Print media = Media in print format, e.g. newspapers, magazines, books, free
distribution.
Social media = E.g. Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, blogs,
discussion forums, chat services, Skype, Second Life, etc.
Total time = Total time in minutes a specific media type.
W (in graphs) = The acronym for women.
Weekday =
Monday – Sunday.
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2 Methodology
This research was conducted with two primarily research methods; and electronic
diary, and an electronic survey.1 The participants had two options for
participation: (I) for one week, or (II) for two weeks with a presentation about
social media in the middle. The social media lecture could be followed live at Åbo
Akademi University, but also as a live broadcast on the Internet. A total of 28 out
of 95 people (29%) participated in the two-week study, the rest for one week.
At the end of the research period, all participants filled in a background
questionnaire2. The questionnaire was created in Finnish, Swedish, and English,
so that the participant could answer it in his/her mother tongue. The questionnaire
included traditional demographic questions, as well as questions about media
expenditure, technology ownership, and media attitudes.
All diaries were coded in Microsoft Excel. Data was extracted for each media
event, including the following variables:











Code (unique code for all respondents, 1->)
Day number (1->)
Weekday (Monday-Sunday)
Time of the day (Morning/Day/Evening)
What media was used (the name of the media)
How the media was used (e.g. paper, computer, radio, etc.)
Indication of simultaneous use (Yes/No, when available)
Indication of background use (Yes/No, when available)
How long the media was used (in minutes)
Why the media was used

This created a large table, 10columns * 8228 rows, consisting of all the data
extracted from the diaries. In total, data covered 957 days, and over 4600 hour, of
media use. With a unique code given to each participant, the diaries, and the
answers from the survey could be linked together allowing additional data to be
added into the data table (i.e. respondent gender, age, domicile, language etc.).

2.1 Recruitment of respondents
Finding a representative sample is of great importance in any study. Therefore, a
special emphasis was put on the recruitment process. We wanted to ensure that we
received enough of participants, as well as a variation in the type of people that
participated. Therefore, several different recruitment methods were used including
personal recruitment, poster and flyers, advertising on the web, and e-mails. The
initial aim was to recruit 150 people; 50 students, 50 people in working life, and
50 pensioners. The respondents in the study were given a 6- or 12-month
magazine subscription of their choice (from Bonnier, Sanoma, or Otavamedia),
depending on whether they participated in the one-week study or the entire twoweek study.

1
2

Please find the diary instructions sent to the participants in the Appendix.
Please contact the authors for a copy of the survey
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Figure 1. Recruitment leaflet

The recruitment process was done as follows. Students were recruited both from a
University, Åbo Akademi, as well as from local colleges: Katedralskolan,
Luostarivuoren Lukio, and Pargas Gymnasium. The University students were
recruited through e-mail, as well as directly from certain classes. The students
from Katedralskolan were recruited during a morning gathering, together with
posters and flyers (see above) around the school. The students from
Luostarivuoren Koulu and Pargas Gymnasium were recruited solely with posters
and flyers.
The people in working life were approached first through a University alumni
mailing list. This list included an address of all those that have graduated from the
School of Business and Economics from Åbo Akademi University.
Finally, personal recruitment was made in the city libraries in Turku and Tampere.
During these recruitment sessions focus was on recruiting the elderly, and those
that were in working life. In addition to personal recruitment, information was put
on the library web pages, as well as flyers and posters were put around the
libraries.
In total, 140 people agreed to participate in the study, but once the study began,
only 95 remained. By far the most efficient method of recruiting was the static
posters and flyers that were put in the local libraries. During the recruitment
period, a steady flow of participants contacted us by e-mail and stated their
interest to participate, after reading one of these study ads. Personal recruitment
was too time-consuming and inefficient, most probably because of the nature of
the study (i.e. writing a diary for one or two weeks) required some thinking-time
and the decision to participate was not made right on spot. Therefore, the static
ads, that allowed gave the person some time to consider, seemed to work the best.
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2.1.1 Sample
Count

%

Gender
Women
Men

68
27

71.6 %
28.4 %

Is currently:
Upper secondary
Vocational school
Vocational high
University
Working
Retired
Something else

14
1
4
11
42
14
9

14.7 %
1.1 %
4.2 %
11.6 %
44.2 %
14.7 %
9.5 %

Sees himself/herself as:
Finnish speaking
Swedish speaking
Bilingual (Finnish and Swedish)
Something else

55
14
23
2

57.9 %
14.7 %
24.2 %
2.1 %

Lives in:
Southern Finland
Western Finland
Lapland
Åland

20
73
1
1

21.1 %
76.8 %
1.1 %
1.1 %

Table 1. Sample demographics

Table 1 shows some of the demographic data of the sample. Nearly 72% of the
participants were women. The considerably larger share may depend on women’s
higher interest to participate in studies overall, but especially when it comes to
writing a diary. Around 15 of the participants (16%) were at the 2nd level of
education (upper secondary and vocational school. Likewise, 15 participants were
currently at the 2nd level of education (vocational high, or University). A large
share, 42 people (44%), was currently in working life, while 14 (15%) had already
retired. Nine people did not find themselves fit to any of these categories. These
included unemployed, working part-time, and homemakers.
Over half of the respondent, 55 (58%) were Finnish-speaking. A total of 14 (15%)
were Swedish-speaking, 23 (24%) bilingual, and the remaining 2 (2%) were
English-speaking.
A large majority, 73 (77%), lived in Western, Finland, and 20 (21%) in Southern
Finland. The remaining two were from Åland, and Lapland.
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2.2 Methods of analysis
The coded data was analyzed descriptively. All results are presented in three
different ways: (I) for the entire sample (n = 95), (II) comparing women (n = 67)
and men (n = 28), and (III) comparing between different age groups:






Age-group 1; n = 13, born 1993 or later, age -19 years
Age-group 2; n = 18, born 1985-1992, age 20-27 years
Age-group 3; n = 33, born 1968-1984, age 28-44 years
Age-group 4; n = 19, born, 1949-1967, age 45-63 years
Age-group 5; n = 12, born before 1948, age 64+ years

The age groups were decided both depending on the distribution of the sample,
but also depending on other demographic variables. Based on feedback five age
groups were seen as the most appropriate, and thus, this was done. For the
youngest age group the limit was put at 19 years, as this made all those still in
college (fin. Lukio), to fit into one group. At the other age end, the limit at 64
years was put there, as everyone at that age or older were currently pensioners.
The category 20-27 year-olds were decided as they would typically still be
studying, characterized with not yet being full time workers and earning higher
salaries (however, some notably older people were also students, but they were
not put into this category). The remaining two age groups (28-44 year-olds, and
45-63 year-olds) were arrived simply by cutting in half the remaining age bracket.
In addition, results are looked at throughout the week (Monday-Sunday) as well
as during different times of the day (Morning, Day, Evening). In the instructions,
no specific time intervals were given to the different times of the day, but instead,
the respondent used his/her own assessment. Usually, Morning was understood as
the time before leaving from home. The day was understood as the time at the
office/school, and the evening was when the person was once again home.
Based on the data, the media day was first categorized depending on media type,
or how the media was consumed. We let the data speak, and created categories
based on the most used media. This lead to the creation of six major categories:
Computer, Print, Radio, TV, Mobile, and Other (something not included in the
five other categories). The two major ones were decided to be looked at in more
detail (TV was left out due to the focus of this research). Thus, Computer use, and
Print consumption, was chosen for closer examination. The original idea to also
include Mobile was rejected, due to its marginal use according to the data.
Similarly, based on the data, these two categories where then grouped into smaller
units. These are:


Print = Newspaper, Magazine, Book, Free distribution, Other.



Computer = Social media, News media, Online Video, Online music,
Browsing, Mail, Other.

The actual categories, i.e. excluding the category named Other, accounts for 8090% of the Computer activities, and more than 95% for the consumption of Print.
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Computer use is clearly more fragmented and in addition to the chosen categories,
no single category could have been added to gain more explanatory power than
some few percent.

2.3 Reading the results
As mentioned above this report examines the media consumption in three ways:
looking at the entire sample, then separately for women and men, and finally
separately for the five age groups (= <19 year-olds, 20-27 year-olds, 28-44 yearolds, 45-63 year-olds, >=64 year-olds). For each of these groups media
consumption is looked at per weekday (Monday-Sunday) and per daytime
(morning, day, evening). Of the different ways to consume media (computer,
print, radio, TV, mobile, and other.), computer and print are always looked at in
more detail. All figures presented show the average minutes consumed. In
addition, the appendix shows the same figures but as a percentage of the total, i.e.
a 100% column.
Chapter 3 looks at the overall sample. First, for all different media and then in
more detail for computer based media (3.1) and print media (3.2).
Chapter 4 looks at media consumption comparing genders. First, looking at
overall consumption depending on weekday and daytime, and thereafter, focusing
on computer activities, and then print. Both are looked at depending on weekday,
and daytime.
Chapter 5 follows the exact same structure as chapter 4. Here the grouping is
instead of gender, on the five age groups created.
Chapter 6 presents data from the survey. It focuses on two specific areas, first
media expenditure (both current and future), and then media attitudes.
Finally, chapter 7 wraps up the study with a discussion of the findings, and
presents the limitations of the study.
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3 Overall media consumption
Figure 2 summarizes how media is consumed on average (min.) on different
weekdays (see Appendix VI, figure 30 for percentages).
The media day varies between the Monday minimum at 266 (approximately 4.5
hours) minutes and Wednesdays maximum at 313 minutes (at just above 6 hours).
Computer use increases from Monday until it reaches it average high (114.1 min.,
32.7% of total) on Wednesday after it starts declining to its 65.5 minutes (23.7%)
low on Saturday. Print media is most consumed on Sunday (67.1 min, 22.2%.),
otherwise there is no remarkable change in the average time spent on print
throughout the week. The consumption of radio is between 30 to 40 minutes on
average during weekdays and declines in the weekend. TV is most watched in the
weekend (Saturday and Sunday). The average minutes spent on mobile media by
the sample are quite low (peak on Thursday, 12.6 min.), but still under 10 minutes
on average on all other days.
The computer is overall most used (between 66 and 114 minutes) followed by
watching TV (59 to 88 minutes) and reading print media 53-67 minutes). Over 30
percent of the total media consumption consists of computer use during weekdays
until it declines in the weekend (24-25%, 66-75 min.). Watching TV is the most
popular form of media consumption during the weekend (86-88 min., 30-31 %).
There are no notable differences in listening to radio (10% +-2%) except on
Sunday when its share decreases to only 17 minutes (5.5%).

Figure 2. Media consumption per weekday
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Figure 3 shows the average time spent on different media during different times of
the day. See Appendix VI, figure 31, for percentages.
On average most time is spent on the computer (41.1 min, 41.5%) during daytime.
In the morning, print media (21.9 min, 32.1%) is on average consumed more than
computer media (19.2 min, 28.1%), however, only by about two minutes. The
share of computer based media is surprisingly large in the mornings (28.1%), but
depends on that for some respondents morning also includes the first hours at the
office. Thus, it includes typical morning activities such as checking the mail, and
reading the latest headlines. Computer use decreases in the evening but is still
used 35.3 minutes on average (24.2%) in the evening after watching TV (60.7
min., 41.7%). Radio is mainly listened to during daytime (17.7 min, 17.9%), often
in the background at work or while commuting in the car.

Figure 3. Media consumption per daytime

3.1 Computer activities per weekday
Figure 4 shows the average time spent on different types of computer activities
during different days of the week. Saturday is the day when the computer is used
the least, less than 70 minutes, whilst peaking on Wednesdays, at around 115
minutes. On Wednesdays, it is not a particular activity that would drive the
average use, but in general all activities are consumed more than the other days.
Especially social media, online music, and general browsing, all reach their
weeks high on Wednesday.
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Social media account for the largest share of computer use each day, normally
between 25-28%. Around 60% of the time on social media consists of Facebook
(see Appendix III Figures 24 and 25).
There are no notable differences in the shares of news media (between 9.4 min.,
8.3%, on Wednesdays to 11.5 min., 11.5%, on Thursdays) or online video
(between 6-10%). Out of news media, the largest share (between 22-30%
depending on weekday) consists of afternoon papers: Iltalehti and Iltasanomat
(see Appendix IV, Figures 26 and 27). Online video consists to around 60% of
Youtube; see Appendix V for a closer examination of the content of online
video.
Consumption of online music differs from 10-20 minutes (14-20%) depending
on weekday.

Figure 4. Computer activities per weekday

Figure 5 shows the different kinds of computer activities depending on daytime.
See Appendix VI, Figure 33 for percentages. The mornings are fairly evenly
fragmented, with social media (4.3 min., 22%) and news media (4 min., 21%)
taking the most amounts of the mornings computer use. A typical morning’s
computer use includes checking the popular social media streams, and browsing
through the headlines of several newspapers.
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During the day, social media (10.3 min., 25%) and online music (10.7 min., 26%),
account for the largest share of computer activities. Online music is mostly a
background media, something that is consumed while doing other activities.

Figure 5. Computer activities per daytime

3.2 Print media consumption
Figure 6 shows the average print media consumption for the different days of the
week (see Appendix VI Figure 34 for percentages).
The average daily print consumption varies between 55-65 minutes throughout the
week. Books hold overall the highest shares (12-29 min, 40-50%) during the week
but declines in the weekend and especially on Saturdays (17 min., 32%).
However, based on the figure it can be assumed that this extra time is spent
reading newspapers instead of books.
The consumption of newspapers holds a steady share of 35%, +- 2 %, 18-23 min.,
during the week until it increases with 10-15 percent on Friday (25 min.) and
Saturday (27 min.). Magazine consumption has its largest share of total print
media consumption on Thursday (11 min., 20.1%).
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Figure 6. Print media consumption per weekday

Figure 7 presents the print media consumption on different times of day (see
Appendix VI, Figure 35 for percentages). Newspapers are clearly the most
consumed print media in the morning (15 min. 67.5%) while this is the case of
books in the evening (15 min., 63.4%). Magazine consumption reaches almost a
share of 20 percent of the total print media consumption during daytime, even if
the actual time is relatively low, 3.5 minutes. Often magazines where read, for
example, during the lunch break, and this consists of a relatively larger share than
during other times of the day.
Books are read on average 5 minutes every morning (accounting for a share of
23%). Some respondents had the custom of reading a book for example while
commuting to work by bus.
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Figure 7. Print media consumption per daytime
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4 Media consumption by gender
4.1 Media consumption by gender per weekday
Figure 8 summarizes how media is consumed on average (min.) by women and
men on different weekdays. Men spend on average more time on media every day
except during the weekend, both Saturdays and Sundays. Women’s media day
peaks in the end of the week (over 300 min. on Sunday) and men spend on
average most time on media in the middle of the week (over 350 min. on
Wednesday and Thursday). The computer is most used on Wednesday by both
genders (men 122 min., women 111 min.).
There are no notable differences in the consumption of print media between
genders. Men listen on average more to radio than women except during
weekends. This applies also for watching TV; during weekdays men watch more
TV on average than women. There are no notable differences between genders
and TV watching during the weekend. Neither are there any differences in mobile
phone use except on Fridays, when men's (13 min.) consumption is double
compared to that of women (6 min.).

Figure 8. Media consumption by gender per weekday
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4.2 Media consumption by gender per daytime
In Figure 9 women’s and men’s average media consumption on different times of
day is shown. Men spend on average clearly more time on media than women in
the morning and slightly more during daytime. Women consume somewhat more
time on media in the evening.
The computer is most used during daytime by both genders (women 38.4 min. and
men 48 min. on average). The average computer use by women stays on almost
on the same level in the evening (37.9 min.) while it decreases among men (to
28.9 min.).
Print comprises the largest share during mornings (28.7 min.) among men while it
among women is on the same level as their average computer use during
mornings (approx. 19 min.). However, women’s print consumption increases in
the evening (25.7 min.).
Radio is clearly most listened to during daytime (by both genders) and drops
heavily in the evening. TV with its 59.1 min. (women) and 64.5 min. (men)
average consumption in the evening is by far the most consumed media during
evenings by both genders. However, men watch some TV in the morning as well
(19.7 min. on average), notably higher than the 6 min. by women.

Figure 9. Average media consumption by gender per daytime
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4.3 Computer activities by gender per weekday
Figure 10 shows the computer activities by gender for different days of the week
(see Appendix VII, Figure 36 for percentages). Women spend more time on the
computer on Tuesdays, Saturdays and Sundays. On Sunday the difference is
notable. This difference is mostly driven by two things: women (20 min., 24%)
consuming more online music than men (3 min., 5%), and women consuming
more social media (22 min, 26%) than men (6 min., 11%).
During the week men tend to consume more online music than women. The
differences are notable on Mondays (women 10 min., men 26 min.) and
Wednesdays (women 15 min, men 33 min.). This is driven by men’s tendency to
have music in the background during the day. However, in the weekends,
women listen notably more to online music than men both on Saturdays (women
12 min, men 7 min), and Sundays (women 20 min, men 3 min).

Figure 10. Computer activities by gender per weekday
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4.4 Computer activities by gender per daytime
Figure 11 shows the computer activities by gender during different times of the
day (see Appendix VII, Figure 37 for percentages). During the mornings,
consumption is fairly even between genders except for men’s (5 min., 18%)
tendency to browse more than women (2 min., 7%). A typical morning consists of
less than 20 minutes spent by the computer for both genders. During the days men
spend more time by the computer, nearly 55 min., compared to the women’s 38
min. The difference is driven by men’s larger consumption of news media (men 9
min., women 3 min.) and online music (men 17 min., women 8 min.). During the
evening women spend more time by the computer, 38 min compared to men’s 32
min., mostly due to more social media (women 11 min., men 6 min.). During all
times of the day, women spend more time in social media than men.

Figure 11. Computer activities by gender per daytime

4.5 Print media consumption by gender per weekday
Figure 12 illustrates the total print media consumption by women and men on
different weekdays in more detail (see Appendix VII, Figure 38 for percentages).
Overall, the print consumption holds relatively stable during the week. Women’s
print consumption peaks on Sundays at nearly 70 min, driven by increased book
reading, while men’s consumption peaks on Wednesdays at around 65 min.,
driven by increased newspaper reading.
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Most of the time spent of print is spent on reading books by both genders. This is
followed by newspaper, but the both hold very equal shares over the week.
Men tend to read more newspapers than women (every day except for Mondays),
while women more magazines than men (every day except for Sundays).

Figure 12. Print media consumption by gender per weekday

4.6 Print media consumption by gender per daytime
Figure 13 shows print media consumption by gender for different times of the day
(see Appendix VII, Figure 39 for percentages). Newspaper consumption decreases
linearly throughout the day. In the case of books the situation is the opposite
(increases linearly), i.e. as newspaper reading decreases, book reading increases
and vice versa. However, a small rise in the consumption of newspapers can again
be observed in the evening among men, to 4.5 min. from the 3.7 minutes during
the day. Newspapers hold the largest share (women 13.3 min., 69.6%, and men
18.5 min., 64.2%) in the morning and reading of books in the evening (women 3.7
min., 64.3%, and men, 4.5 min., 60.3%). Magazine consumption reaches its
highest shares of total print media consumption during daytime (somewhat under
20% among both genders). Books hold a notable share of the total print media
consumption among men during daytime as well (9.1 min., 57.2%). Also women
read books during the day, 7.7 min. on average. These high figures can be caused
by the tendency to read books while commuting, a habit several respondents had.
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Figure 13 . Print media consumption by gender per daytime
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5 Media consumption by age group

5.1 Media consumption by age group per weekday
Figure 14 summarizes how media is consumed on average (min.) by different age
groups on different weekdays.
19-year-olds and younger spend on average most time on media on Fridays (273.1
min.), 20-27 year-olds on Sundays (almost 350 min.), 28-44 and 45-63 year-olds
on Wednesdays (325.7 min. and 327.3 min.) and 64+ year-olds on Saturdays
(427.2 min.). In addition to Saturdays, the oldest age group (64+) consumes on
average over 400 min. on media also on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Compared to the other age groups, 64+ year-olds consumes more media on every
weekday, most commonly 1-1.5 hours on average than other age groups. This
difference is large, but when looking at the graph, it can be seen that it is driven
mostly by two things; a notably higher average of consumption of both TV and
print.
20-27 year-olds seems to be the “computer age group” which spends in general
most time on average on the computer. The oldest age group (64+) is a heavy
consumer of traditional media as print, radio and TV. The youngest age group (19
year-olds and younger) consume on average the least time on media and
especially least on traditional media (radio, print, TV). However, watching TV
sees a strong growth among this age group in the weekend compared to other
weekdays (up to 82 min. on Friday).
Signs of mobile usage among 19 year-olds and younger can be seen as well, from
average 11.3 min. up to 51.3 min. on Thursday. Compared to other age groups,
the 19 year olds use notably more the mobile. Computer use has a strong position
among 28-44 year-olds as well but a decrease can be noted in the weekend. The
consumption of print media exceeds the average computer media consumption
during the weekend among 45-63 year-olds.
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Figure 14. Media consumption by age group per weekday
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5.2 Media consumption by age group per daytime
Figure 15 explains average media consumption by different age groups on
different times of day.
19 year-olds’ and younger media consumption tend to be highly fragmented
consisting of short media sessions, especially during the morning. The mornings
are interesting in that sense for this age group, as their media use consists of
several things, but all are consumed in fairly similar amounts, i.e. there is not one
single media that clearly dominates. The average computer use by =< 19 year-olds
increases linearly throughout the day and is most used in the evening (38 min. on
average). Mobile media is on average consumed most during the day by =< 19
year-olds but there are no notable differences in print media consumption
throughout the day (7-8.5 min.).
20-27 year-olds’ spend on average in the morning most time on the computer
(20.9 min.) and on print media (18.8 min.). Linear growth throughout the day can
be observed in computer media consumption that reaches its 67.2 minutes average
high in the evening, notably more compared to other age groups. Print media
declines in the evening while TV increases to 44 min. on average.
Print media is on average the most consumed media during morning (23.6 min.)
by 28-44 year-olds followed by computer based media consumption. Computer
use climbs to 50.6 minutes during the day from its morning 20.6 minutes until it
declines in the evening to 30.4 minutes on average. The consumption of print
media follows the opposite pattern: declines during daytime and increases in the
evening to 24.7 minutes on average. During daytime radio is listened 15 minutes
on average but only 3 minutes in the evening. This age group’s (28-44 year olds)
TV watching surpasses for the first time computer use in the evening with an
average 58 minutes.
45-63 year-olds’ print media consumption slightly exceeds the time spent on the
computer with average print media consumption of 22 minutes in the morning and
23.7 minutes in the evening. Radio is most consumed during daytime (17.5 min.).
The media that clearly lead the average evening media consumption among 45-63
year-olds is the TV (79.2 min. on average).
Print is clearly the most consumed media in the morning by 64+ year-olds. Radio
is the most consumed media during daytime (55.1 min. on average). The most
consumed media by this age group in the evening is TV (101.7 min.). Also print
consumption is high (47 min.), notably higher than for other age groups. TV is
consumed some in the morning as well (26 min.). Time spent on computer media
on average is about 23-24 minutes in the morning and during daytime but declines
in the evening to 14 minutes on average.
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Figure 15. Media consumption by age group per daytime
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5.3 Computer activities by age group per weekday
Figure 16 shows the different kinds of computer activities by the age group during
different days of the week. See Appendix VIII, Figure 40, for a figure of the
percentage shares.
The most active computer used are those 20-27 year olds, they spend most in front
of the computer every day of the week. Some days, e.g. Mondays and
Wednesdays, the differences are up to one hour more than the second most active
users.
The social media consumption shows two trends. Compared to other age groups,
the most active social media users are the 20-27 year olds; they consume most on
social media every day of the week. Their usage peaks on Tuesdays with more
than an hour spent in social media. This is a surprising finding, as one could
assume that the youngest respondents would be the most active consumers of
social media. Another surprising thing is that in fact, the 28-44 year olds actually
spend more times in social media during several days (e.g. Wednesdays-Fridays)
than the youngest respondents. One explanation to this can be that some of the
youngest respondents accessed social media specifically through the mobile
devices, and not the computer. The two oldest age groups are those that spend
least time with social media.
The consumption of news media also seems to follow a fairly similar linear trend
with age. The older you are the more news media you consume. During many
days, this consumption can be around 30% of the time spent by the computer.
Comparing the youngest and older age groups shows that for several days the
average consumption can be up to, and even more than, tenfold for the oldest
respondents, compared to the youngest ones (e.g. on Tuesdays and Wednesdays).
Thus, it seems like news media and social media is almost mutually exclusive and
seems to change fairly linearly with age: the older you are the more news media,
but the less social media, and vice versa.
Online music also takes a considerable amount of the computer time for people of
different ages. It is interesting that online music is almost inexistent to the
youngest age group, -19 year olds, for every day except Saturdays. On Saturdays
online music accounts for a considerable share of the time spent by the computer.
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Figure 16. Computer activities by age group per weekday
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5.4 Computer activities by age group per daytime
Figure 17 shows the computer activities by age for different times of the day (see
Appendix VIII, Figure 41 for percentages).
During the mornings the respondents’ computer use is at its lowest, between 10
and 22 minutes, and increases throughout the day. The mornings are used mainly
for news media and social media, together with some browsing and maybe
checking the mail. It is surprising to see that for the youngest respondents, the
share of social media is actually the lowest, and for the same age group, news
media is at its minimum.
Compared to other age groups the 20-27 year-olds, and the 28-44 year-olds are
heavy users of computer during the day. Their computer use is mostly dominated
by social media (20-27 year-olds 17 min., 28-44 year-olds, 12 min.) and online
music. The 20-27 year-olds actually increase their computer use for the evening
(from 55 to 70 minutes), while the 28-44 year-olds decrease it (from almost 50 to
30 min.).
Looking at the percentage shares shown in Appendix VIII (Figure 41) it can be
seen that social media is the activity holding the most stable percentage
throughout the day for the different age groups.
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Figure 17. Computer activities by age group per weekday
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5.5 Print media consumption by age group per weekday
Looking at the print consumption per weekday by age group in Figure 18 things
can be pointed out. First of all is the linearity of the consumption of newspapers;
the older the respondent, the more newspapers are read. This holds true for all
days of the week. An interesting detail is however, that if looking at the
percentage consumption of the total consumed time on print, newspapers actually
has a relatively stable share across age groups during different days (averaging
around 30-40%). During Sundays, this share goes down. Secondly, during the
weeks, two age groups are especially prominent print consumers, the 28-44 yearolds and the 64+. Both age groups’ consumption peaks on Wednesdays, when
more than two hours are spent on print.
When looking at the percentage shares shown in Appendix VIII (Figure 42), an
almost striking similarity can be seen across the days. This indicates, that despite
different amount of print is consumed by the different age groups it seems to fill a
daily purpose which does not vary much. This is true for the major three,
newspapers, magazines, and books. Free distribution is visible mostly towards the
end of the week, most likely driven by the time they are distributed.
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Figure 18. Print media by age group per weekday
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5.6 Print media consumption by age group per daytime
Figure 19 shows the average time spent on different kinds of print media, during
different times of the day. See Appendix VIII (Figure 43) for the percentage
shares.
First of all, during the mornings, a clear linear trend can be seen with the
consumption of newspapers and age. The older the respondent, the more
newspapers are read (-19 year-olds, 7 min., the 64+, 19 min.). This can be seen as
a clear indication of changing morning routines with age. However, despite the
average minutes shows a large difference, the difference in percentage shares are
not that big (-19 year-olds 72%, 64+, 80%).
Throughout the day, there is a linear decreasing trend for newspaper consumption:
the later of the day, the less newspapers are being read. On the contrary, a positive
linear trend can be seen for books and time of the day. Reading of books is
surprisingly large during the days, peaking for 20-27 year-olds with 29 minutes,
and being the lowest for 64+ at 5 minutes. It may be that for the 20-27 year-olds, a
large extent is study material. However, the consumption is relatively large for 2844 year-olds (22 min.) and the 45-63 year-olds (13 min.). Throughout the day, the
consumption of books is around the same as for newspapers and magazines in
total.
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Figure 19. Print media consumption by age group per daytime
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6 Questionnaire results
6.1 Media expenditure
Current media expenditure was asked on a scale from 1-8: 1 = 0 Euros, 2 = 1-50
Euros, 3 = 51-100 Euros, 4 = 101-200 Euros, 5 = 201-300 Euros, 6 = 301-400
Euros, 7 = 401-500 Euros, 8 = over 500 Euros.
Future media expenditure was asked on a four-point scale: 1 = Notably less than
now, 2 = Somewhat less than now, 3 = About the same as now, 4 = Somewhat
more than now, 5 = Notably more than now.
Figure 20 shows the current expenditure on print, Internet media, and media
applications. The survey question simply asked the respondent to estimate his/her
expenditure in the three categories using the above stated categories.
Expenditure on print is linear with age; the older the respondent, the higher the
expenditure on print media. Those up to 19 year-olds spend close to the lower part
of the 51-100 euro range, while those over 64 years old spend somewhere in the
middle of the 201-300 euro range. The expenditure on Internet services is not as
linear. Internet expenditure peaks among 28-44 year-olds, being in the 51-100
euro range. Expenditure on media applications is relatively low. It is worth noting
that the most paying customers are those 45-63 years, spending above the higher
half of the 1-50 euro range. The youngest age group indicates to spend 1-50 Euros
annually on media applications.

Figure 20. Current media expenditure by age group
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Figure 21 shows the current media expenditure on print media, Internet media,
and media applications. Men spend more than women in all media groups, but
especially among the media applications the differences are notable. The
difference is also statistically significant (p<0.05).

Figure 21. Current media expenditure by gender

Figure 22 shows the expected future media expenditure by age group. In general,
expenditure is expected to increase. Among the younger age groups, an expected
increase in print can be seen, but this may be due to the lower current expenditure
by these age groups. Overall, an expected increase in the expenditure in digital
media over print is visible. An interesting remark is that the age group expecting
to increase most the expenditure on media applications, 45-63 year-olds, is the
same group that is also currently spending the most.
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Figure 22. Future media expenditure by age group

Figure 23 shows the expected future expenditure by gender on print media,
Internet media, and media applications. Overall, women expect to spend more on
print and media applications, the difference in print being significant (p<0.05).
The differences in Internet media expenditure is significant (p<0.05).

Figure 23. Future media expenditure by gender
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6.2 Media attitudes
Media attitudes is asked using a set of 30 arguments, measured on a Likert scale
(Cronbach´s α = 0.81, indicating of a good scale). The attitudes are explored for
both genders using correlations. This allows seeing the relationship between age
and any of the arguments related to media.
Correlations indicate the strength of the relationship between two variables, in this
case, the strength of the relationship between age and an argument related to
media. The strength of the correlation is indicates as a number varying from +1 to
-1. A positive correlation indicates that both variables increase, while a negative
correlation indicates that once one variable increases the other decreases.
Most commonly the strength of the correlations is assessed as shown in table 2.
For the purpose of facilitating the reading of the tables, also a color code is given
for each correlation strength.
Correlation
(r.)

coefficient Categorization

0- <0.1
0.1- <0.3
0.3- <0.5
>0.5

Color code used below

None
Small
Medium
Strong

Table 2. Correlation strengths

Tables 2 and 3 show the correlation between the 30 questions of media attitudes
and age. Due to the way data was coded a negative correlation is interpreted as the
older you are, the less you agree with the statement or the younger you are, the
more you agree with the statement.
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Argument

r.

Internet is the most important media for me
I mainly use media for entertainment
Media offers me and my friends discussion topics
I read the daily news with my mobile phone
Social relations on the Internet are important to me
I frequently distribute content within social media
For me it is enough to know only the major event of the daily happenings
I frequently read content others have distributed within social media
With the help of media I stay up to date with new trends
I follow mostly news about celebrities and entertainment
To me a free newspaper is the only source of local news
Through media I gather information that I need for making purchasing decisions
I often use many different media simultaneously
I prefer to follow very small or in Finland marginal media and information sources
Media is to me at its best when it offers me an opportunity to relax together with an issue
that interests me
For me it is important to be able to follow media regardless of time and place
It is essential to me that I can trust the media in question and the information they provide
I follow media especially to learn something new and in order to develop
I continuously want to try new ways of using media
It is indifferent how I read, see, or hear the news (TV, radio, newspapers or Internet)
In terms of general knowledge I think it is important to follow the most important news even
if they do not interest me
I spend increasingly more time on the Internet
I want to read news which are reported with detail so I can better understand the
backgrounds of the occurred
I follow the same issue through many different media to get a better understanding of the big
picture
I want to give my opinion on the newspapers’ letter to the editor sites
I frequently comment on material on the newspapers Internet sites
I read free papers that I receive in the post only for checking local offers
Newspapers are an important part of my everyday life
I want that the most important news are being told to me (through TV or radio)
I have used media in the same way most of my life

-0.56
-0.50
-0.46
-0.45
-0.44
-0.44
-0.42
-0.39
-0.36
-0.36
-0.35
-0.34
-0.31
-0.29
-0.27
-0.24
-0.21
-0.20
-0.17
-0.12
-0.12
-0.08
-0.08
-0.04
-0.02
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.32
0.42

Table 3. Correlation between media attitudes and age (women )

Starting from the top of the table with the strongest negative correlations a few
points can be mentioned. For women there is a strong correlation with age and
the importance if internet and for media as a source of entertainment; the
younger you are the more important these are. Looking down with the medium
negative correlation (-0.3- < -0.5) several questions related to the social aspect
(discussion topics, social relations, social media) can be seen. Looking at the
very bottom as the positive correlations two arguments can be seen, the
preference for traditional media (TV and radio), and unchanged media
consumption habits; the older you are, the more you agree with the statements.
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Argument

r.

Internet is the most important media for me
I mainly use media for entertainment
Media offers me and my friends discussion topics
I read the daily news with my mobile phone
Social relations on the Internet are important to me
I frequently distribute content within social media
For me it is enough to know only the major event of the daily happenings
I frequently read content others have distributed within social media
With the help of media I stay up to date with new trends
I follow mostly news about celebrities and entertainment
To me a free newspaper is the only source of local news
Through media I gather information that I need for making purchasing decisions
I often use many different media simultaneously
I prefer to follow very small or in Finland marginal media and information sources
Media is to me at its best when it offers me an opportunity to relax together with an issue
that interests me
For me it is important to be able to follow media regardless of time and place
It is essential to me that I can trust the media in question and the information they provide
I follow media especially to learn something new and in order to develop
I continuously want to try new ways of using media
It is indifferent how I read, see, or hear the news (TV, radio, newspapers or Internet)
In terms of general knowledge I think it is important to follow the most important news even
if they do not interest me
I spend increasingly more time on the Internet
I want to read news which are reported with detail so I can better understand the
backgrounds of the occurred
I follow the same issue through many different media to get a better understanding of the big
picture
I want to give my opinion on the newspapers’ letter to the editor sites
I frequently comment on material on the newspapers Internet sites
I read free papers that I receive in the post only for checking local offers
Newspapers are an important part of my everyday life
I want that the most important news are being told to me (through TV or radio)
I have used media in the same way most of my life
Table 4. Correlation between media attitudes and age (men)

-0.48
-0.39
-0.39
-0.35
-0.34
-0.34
-0.31
-0.30
-0.29
-0.28
-0.25
-0.23
-0.22
-0.22
-0.18
-0.17
-0.14
-0.09
-0.09
-0.08
-0.08
-0.07
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.10
0.18
0.18
0.21

Looking at the correlations between media attitudes and age for men, two things
are worth pointing out. First, in comparison to women, the correlations strengths
are in general somewhat lower, no strong correlations exist. Secondly, despite
somewhat lower correlation strength, similar questions and themes show the
strongest correlations for men as for women. Starting from the top for the
strongest negative correlations, the importance of internet, media’s role as a
source for entertainment, and social relations can be seen.
In addition to the correlation t-tests were conducted to test differences between
gender and media attitude. Statistically significant differences (p<0.05) are
found between four of the 30 questions on media attitudes:
-

I want to read news which are reported with detail so I can better understand
the backgrounds of the occurred (Women M = 2.00, Men M = 1.61)
I mainly use media for entertainment (Women M = 2.71, Men M = 3.29)
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I follow mostly news about celebrities and entertainment (Women M = 3.44,
Men M = 3.78)
Media offers me and my friends discussion topics (Women M = 1.87, Men M
= 2.21)

As the scale asking the questions was positive-negative, the results are interpreted
as follows. For men, it is more important that news’ are reported in more detail for
understanding better the backgrounds. In comparison to men, women use more
media for entertainment, follow news about celebrities and entertainment, and
considers that media offers topics for discussion.
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7 Discussion of findings
The aim of this study was to explore the consumers’ media day, and to see how it
changes depending on the day of the week, and the time of the day. The original
ambition was to reveal something of a typical media day. Based on the results
presented in this study it can be concluded that, there is no such ordinary day.
This last chapter is used to discuss more freely the major findings, accompanied
with quotes from the media diaries. The section is divided into three major
themes: (I) digitally social, (II) fragmented routines, and (III) the importance of
quality content.

Digitally Social
What the media day looks like varies from day to day, as well as between ages
and genders; see the executive summary for the main differences. Age is a strong
predictor in showing the direction media behavior is moving, (as shown in
chapters 5 and 6) more digital, fragmented and social (or to be more precise,
digitally social). The younger generations use much more the computer, and
among the youngest age group mobile usage becomes evident as part of the media
day. The time spent on print content (may it then be in form of newspapers,
magazines, or books) is notably smaller than in comparison to older generations.
The older generations consume more news content, both in print and on the
computer. For the younger generations media provides entertainment, is used for
social relations, and for information for keeping up-to-date with issues of interest.
A young woman, not yet in her twenties, describes a part of her media day as
follows:
(Morning) I logged into Facebook, and was there for 15 on my
iPhone. I checked the latest posts and looked at some pictures - it
has become an every morning habit to me. When I sat on the bus, I
listened to music from Youtube with my iPhone 4S for 30 minutes
in order to relax and to make time go faster. Before lunch I read
Aftonbladet through the iPhone for 10 minutes and then Helsingin
Sanomat for 5 minutes… (Day) I was logged in on Facebook the
entire day on my mobile, and every time something happened, I
could immediately see it… (woman, age group 1)”
A young man in the same age group describes his day like this:
(Day) I checked and updated my Facebook profile for 20 minutes
on my mobile. Then I checked the news from the Iltalehti app, and
from the Kauppalehti and Arvopaperi webpages through the
mobile. I watched TV for 45 minutes. I listened to music and
played games on my mobile for 30 minutes (man, age group 1).
But by no means is age the only predictor for consumption of digital media or
social media; it is the strongest indication in our sample, but as said before, there
is no such thing as the typical media day across the whole group. One of our
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oldest respondents, a woman in her mid-sixties, described her media day as
follows.
(Morning) I am retired and I have often even a bit too much time
to spend. In the morning I powered up the computer, and while
waiting for it, I read the last days print newspaper. We do not
order a newspaper, but my husband brings it home from work and
I always read it during the next day. My computer is old (and thus
takes a long time to power up) so I had time to read the articles
that interested me. You read the old paper much faster than the
new one, so it took me only 15 minutes. On the computer I read
Iltalehti, Aamulehti, and Turun Sanomat. I do not subscribe to
these news services, I just read the free content. Then I checked my
Facebook account, and read the e-mail. It all took about 30
minutes (woman, age group 5)
Similarly, a man in his early fifties describes his morning as follows:
(Morning) Twitter with my smartphone for 10 minutes (I use
Twitter nearly always on my smartphone, fast and convenient),
reading news on my smartphone for 10 minutes (fast and
convenient), LinkedIn with my computer 20 minutes (the
smartphone app is not good enough) (Man, age group 4).

The two quotes above shows to things. First of all, consuming digital media and
social media is not something only the youngest people do. Secondly,
understanding the motivations for media consumption is a multifaceted task. The
first quote, for example, shows that the woman reads the newspaper because it
takes so long for her computer to start. But as the computer is as slow every day,
one can assume that these kinds of moments happen regularly. The later quote
shows how a variation in choice affects our behavior; when we have more choices
to choose from, we can tailor our media day with the kinds of media sources and
technologies that best suit our needs, in this case speed and convenience (Twitter
with smartphone and LinkedIn with the computer).

Fragmented Routines
Regardless of ever more fragmented use, the media day has still not lost its
routine-like characteristics. Instead, the routines are changing. Two words to
describe today’s typical media day routines are fragmented, but routine-like. The
fragmentation is driven by increasing consumption of digital content, both on the
computer and via the mobile.
Currently, the shift into mobile media usage is driven mostly by our youngest
respondents, and those between 45-63 years old. Those between 20-27 year olds
are still heavy users of the computer. But considering the speed smartphones are
currently coming into the market, with over 900 million smartphones expected to
be sold by the end of 2013, a change is likely to be seen in the near future. Also in
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Finland smartphone penetration is expected to exceed 50% early next year. And
the forecast for tablets in Finland is more than 500,000 devices by 2013.
The more traditional routines, the morning newspapers, lunchtime afternoon
paper, evening TV, and the 10 o´clock news, are changing shape. The morning
paper is changing to something like checking the morning tweets, Facebook posts,
browsing through the five favorite news sites, while having the radio and morning
TV in the background. Still, this is something that often repeats itself from
morning to morning, day after day.
The combination of the preferred media type (may it then be print or some form
of digital content) varies greatly among respondents. For example, as shown in
chapter 5, reading the morning newspaper is directly linear with age: the older you
are, the longer you read the morning newspaper and vice versa. However, the
times spent reading newspapers holds relatively stable throughout the week,
despite age group. This gives an indication of not only an existing routine, but
also that reading the morning print newspaper serves a purpose for people of
different ages, and satisfies a daily need. The only difference is that this purpose,
or need, is different for the different age groups, As follows, are some examples
of the morning routines among our study participants.
(Morning) I read Turun Sanomat (15 minutes, print), checked the
Iltalehti homepage. It has become a routine to always check the
news in the morning. I mostly read the domestic and international
news, as well as the cartoons, and then I skim through the
advertisements to see if something is on sale (Woman, age group
1)
(Morning) I read the print HBL while having morning coffee (40
min). It is a part of my daily routine- I like the feeling of a “real
paper” (Man, age group 4)
(Morning) Read the printed newspaper for 60 minutes. I read
Keskisuomalainen every morning, our local newspaper. Reading
the paper while having breakfast is a habit rooted since childhood
(Woman, age group 4)
In addition to routines, the above quotes show how age affects the consumption of
the print newspaper. The youngest participant spends 15 minutes reading the
newspaper, while the older respondents spend 40-60 minutes. Similar to these
morning routines, routines exist for ever shorter time segments; during the way to
work, at work, during lunch breaks, after work, in the car, while cooking, while
doing sports, home at night, before going to bed etc. Often these routines could be
subconscious, and were not realized until actually writing the diary.
Same morning routine as yesterday, 1.5h TV, watch the news but
otherwise listen to the morning talk shows while doing my morning
stuff. At times, I check some headlines through the laptop, weather,
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Facebook and Youtube. Sounds like the same as the morning
before. I don’t really like routines but without thinking about it the
human moves into routines, this way you notice when you follow
what you are doing (man, age group 4).
As people move into having different kinds of routines regardless of whether they
plan it or not, it becomes essential for media companies to acknowledge them;
how are they created, how do they vary, and how can they be altered and changed.
The kind of loyalty and strong connection that can be seen for print media (which
accounts for around 20% of our media day), is still rare in the digital sphere. Print
media still has a very strong meaning for many people. Above, a man in his early
50’s, told how he liked the feeling of a paper in the morning and thus preferred
that. Some other examples of feelings towards print are:
The daily print newspaper is very important to me. I can even read
it late by night, if I haven’t been able to do it earlier. I am almost
obsessed with that; the paper is not left unread! When I come back
from a vacation, I may even read through the old newspapers that
have come during the time (Woman, age group 3).
I have not tried digital books, and will not do it! I get to stare at
the screen already enough in my studies and probably also when I
start working. That’s why I want to enjoy books and newspapers in
print and grab them with me when I go on vacation or to the
summer house (woman, age group 2)
In the first example it is of course arguable, whether or not this kind of feelings
would exist with a digital subscription; would the person feel a similar necessity
to read it late at night. Is the feeling driven by content (and thus independent from
the fact whether it is in print on digital form) or is the explanation in the strong
emotional connection with the print newspaper? The second quote is a typical
example of how one wish to disconnect from work related things in the free time
or on a vacation. What makes it interesting is that the feeling of relaxation is not
only driven my content (e.g. the content of a good book or magazine), but also by
the type of media (print instead of digital). Trying to change these feelings,
regardless of whether they are preconceptions or based on experience, remains an
important issue for media companies.

The Importance of Quality Content
With more media sources to choose and use, consumers consume media that best
suits their needs. As shown in the result chapter, age and news content have a
strong positive relationship; the older the person, the more news content is
consumed (both in print and on the computer). At the same time, younger
generations find the content offered by different social media channels as more
relevant/interesting.
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The fragmentation of a day into smaller wholes may be a response of content that
is not found interesting, valuable, or relevant:
I have stopped my newspaper subscription. I unsubscribed
Aamulehti around five years ago, Helsingin Sanomat about two
years ago. The newspapers´ journalistic level has decreased
significantly. Both newspapers, especially Aamulehti, attempt to
attract readers with afternoon-paper-like entertainment content.
Every now and then I get Aamulehti for free for certain periods of
time, the last time was just before New Year. Then I once again
realized, that there is no point reading it. I do support print media,
but the competitive position with the digital entertainment content
seems to be leading them to their doom. (Man, age group 4).
The excerpt above is an example of a consumer that has changed his routines, due
to content not meeting his needs and expectations. In this case, the lost print
seemed to have been replaced with free digital content.
As shown in chapter 6, the younger media consumers value media specifically as
a source of entertainment.
During lecture I chatted with friends on Facebook for about 30
min. because lack of inspiration to listen to the lecture. During
pause I read Cosmopolitan for 10 min. as it happened to lie on a
table in the lobby and no friends were nearby”…I read an article
from the newspaper because my mom told me to. It took 5 min.
After that I was on Facebook and Youtube for 120 min. I also
watched an episode of the Finnish top model which lasted for
about 40 min.” (woman, age group 1).
In total I follow some ten blogs; from lifestyle blogs to consuming
and blogs concerning family issues (woman, age group 3).
Thus, content is the most important factor; people consume content found
valuable and relevant. As shown in the last chapter, for example, women are
more interested in content related to entertainment, while men find it important
to be able to understand the background to happenings. Thus, the expectations of
what media can offer are different between genders. Content often drives use,
regardless of whether it is on the tablet, laptop, or printed newspaper. Instead,
people use the technology or platform that is found to be the most convenient for
that content.
(Day) I was flicking through the Uncut magazine (30 minutes).
Then I browsed the Guardian online (about 60 minutes). I read
daily different foreign magazines and newspapers both in print and
online. From them I get more scope into my life, and the societal
phenomena gets a broader perspective, than when only reading
Finnish media. In addition, it is good language exercise (Man, age
group 4),
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On the computer I watched a live-stream from lemonade.fr about
the siege of the mass-murderer, at the same time as my two-year
old was watching Karlsson på Taket on Youtube using the other
half of the screen (woman, age group 3)
(Morning). Listened to the radio on my mobile phone for 25 min. I
often listen to radio when walking because of information
hunger…read a local newspaper, gives another perspective to the
news week, different from the news streams of the big media
houses (HS, YLE) (woman, age group 2).
(Evening) I watched TV news for about 15 minutes, then I flicked
through the print ÅU for 5 minutes, checked Facebook on my
mobile. Watched Kimi Räikkönen’s appearance on Top Gear on
Youtube for 10 minutes on the iPad. Then I read a book on Kindle
for 30 minutes (man, age group 3).
The last quote above is also a good example of the fragmentation of the media
day into smaller units, with a cross-usage of technologies and platforms In the
example, during a time of 60 minutes, the person uses a total of five
technologies/media platforms: TV, print, mobile, iPad, Kindle. 5 minutes (8%)
of the time is spent on print, while the rest is spent on digital content. This,
according to us, exemplifies well the direction our personal media day is moving
towards.

7.1 Limitations and suggestions for future research
Like any piece of research, also this one has some limitations, which we would
like to address. There are five different points we would like to address.
First of all is the failed attempt to answer two of the minor research questions. The
first one was about looking at how targeted exposure (a lecture about social media
in this study) would affect media consumption. In our study, a lecture about social
media did not have a notable effect on media consumption, at least not during the
scope of the study. For some participants, the presented social media were already
known from before. For others, they could have been new, and could even lead to
an initial interest, but still did not translate to a notable change in media behavior
after the lecture. The original assumption was that if the presented social media is
new, is found interesting and useful after the lecture, it could lead to a change in
behavior. Due to the ever-increasing exposure of different types of media sources,
or different applications in the mobile space, together with people’s routine-like
media behavior, some “external shock” may be needed to break those routines.
Secondly is the failed attempt to also look at how simultaneous usage affects
media behavior. Some respondents were good at writing things that were done
simultaneously, and which media was the focus of attention and which more in the
background. But then on the other hand, most participants failed to write about
this, even if in many occasions such could be assumed to happen. Thus, it was
found as a smarter choice not to analyze the few good diaries, as they would have
provided us with more additional questions than answers. Also, if participants are
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expected to report in much more detail, the required time for each entry becomes
much longer. This again may affect the overall motivation to participate and
complete the study.
Thirdly, related to the last point is the lack of findings concerning the deeper
motivations of media use, i.e. answering the why-question. Very rarely were these
questions answered in detail, mostly in just one word (e.g. interest, boredom,
habit). Habit was reported frequently, which also could have affected people’s
interest to answer the question. If one already recognized on the third day of the
study that the own media day seems very similar day after day, mostly driven by
habit, it may feel redundant to think of a deeper purpose for the behavior.
Fourthly, in addition to only descriptive analysis in Excel, PASW (former SPSS)
was used for statistical analyses. Analyses used included correlations, cross tabs,
t-tests, analysis of variance (anova), linear regressions, and factor analyses. Due to
the nature of the data (uneven group sizes, the existence of outliers), both
parametric, and non-parametric, analyses were conducted. Various tests were
conducted in an attempt to find new ways to segment the market, and to find the
strongest explanatory factors for different kinds of media consumption related
variables. Regardless of method of analysis, age remained the strongest predictor
in a number of tests. The factor analyses conducted did not reveal any attitudebased possibilities to segment the market. As these additional exploratory results
have not shown any novel findings, they were not reported here. The lack of
interesting findings may be due to the limited sample size, and therefore
additional research with larger sample sizes is required for more deterministic
results.
Last, we wish to comment on the use of media diaries in this kind of a study. A
qualitative data collection method, open electronic diaries, was chosen for two
reasons. First, without beforehand limiting the study to certain
media/technologies/interests, the diary allows the participant to describe in his/her
own words what is being done and one. This rich data allowed to cover a breadth
of media that would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain using traditional
research methods, e.g. surveys. On the contrary, some type of media use may be
difficult to obtain with a diary. This type of behavior is the short, repetitive, and
sporadic use that is very common when it comes to mobile use. For example, it is
very unlikely that a person would write down every time he/she uses a smartphone
during a few hour commute, not to mention during a boring lecture. This type of
use can only be obtained using automatic tracking techniques. Secondly, an open
diary, gives flexibility for the methods of analysis after the data has been collected.
In this study, the decision was made to code and quantify the data in order to be
able to compare the different days/daytimes. Depending on the type of data, and
the richness of the entries, also qualitative methods of analysis could be used.
However, within the scope of this study, this was not an option. In addition, most
of the diaries were reported in such a way (almost in the format of a table) that a
qualitative analysis was not found appropriate.
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APPENDIX I– MEDIA DIARY INSTRUCTIONS

1. What media is used during the day (morning, day, evening), during different
days of the week, and how is it consumed?
E.g. TV, radio, newspapers, magazines (paper and electronic, social media
(Facebook, Google+, Twitter, web forums, etc.), the time spent on each, and the
reasons for spending time on them (e.g. looking for information, work-related,
leisure time activities, etc).
How does recommendations affect consumption: making recommendations,
reading others recommendations, and why
How does multitasking affect media consumption?
Dear media diary writer,
You have shown interest in participating in a media study conducted by EDGE
Research Group, Åbo Akademi University. During one week’s time, you will
write an electronic diary about your media usage. Divide your day into three
parts; morning, day and evening and while writing, make sure to answer at
least the following questions:





WHAT: what media you are using?
HOW: how you use it; printed, computer, mobile, television, tablet etc.?
HOW LONG: the time you spent on each media (in minutes)?
WHY: the reason for using the media in question?

Examples on media usage are among other things:
 reading printed newspapers and books
 watching television
 listening to radio or music on your mp3- and CD player
 social media sites and news reading from the web on your computer or smart
phone
 playing a Playstation game etc.
 something else you consider as media
We recommend that you write ongoing during the day when you still remember
what you have done and not for example only during the evening. After finishing
your diary feel free to reflect over your media use, daily routines or other thing
that has come in mind concerning your media habits.
The media diary can for instance be done by word processing software (e.g.
Word) or as a blog (free on www.blogger.com, www.wordpress.com). It is
desirable that you write your diary during Wednesday 21.3. – Wednesday 28.3.,
but if this is not possible you are also allowed to do the diary on a different time
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of period, as long as it is during seven successive days and that you start your
diary before April 2012.
After finishing your diary send your diary file or the link to your blog to
edge.media@abo.fi. In the end of the diary writing period you will receive a
short background information questionnaire asking for your address
information and the magazine you wish to have for free.
Your diary is handled confidentially! No other parties will have access to your
writings, they will not be handed to anybody and your personal information will
only be used to make sure that you receive the magazine of your choice.
How you write and formulate your diary is free of choice, however, beneath you
can find an example of how the writing can look like:
Morning: I began my morning by reading the newspaper (HBL, 45 minutes,
print), I always read it in while having breakfast. On my way to work I listened to
a morning show (YleX) on radio in my car for 25 minutes.
Day: When I got to work I read the latest news headlines from the computer
(Iltalehti). This took about 10 minutes.During the day I was on Facebook (15
min., smartphone) to plan an event with my friends.
Evening: Watched the news (10 min) and a movie from the TV (120 min). Then
checked my Facebook account (computer, 30 min.). A friend had recommended
an song and I listened to it on YouTube. This took about 20 min. before going to
sleep I read a book (print) for 30 minutes. I read a lot, especially during evenings.
For any questions, please do not hesitate to contact edge.media@abo.fi.

THANK YOU!
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APPENDIX II- VISUALIZATION OF DATA
The coded data is presented in figures with column-graphs. Figures are shown
either as an indication of average minutes, or then as a percentage of the total
time. The figures with averages are presented in the text, and the percentage
graphs in the appendix.
The average minutes presented are counted as the total time divided by the
number of occurrences of that particular media. The number of occurrences had to
be counted separately for making it possible to count averages. The reason why
this had to be done, is illustrated in the following simple example of a person’s
(Person 1) Print consumption on Mondays during different times of the day.

Person 1
Person 1
Person 1
Person 1

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

Print
Print
Print
Print

Morning
Day
Day
Day

30 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes

Now, if one would like to know the average time spend on Print media during the
Day on Mondays, what normally would be done is using Excels Average (or
AveragIF, or AverageIFS, or functions working in a similar way). However, what
these functions would do is to count the total time spent on print, during the Day
on Monday, i.e. 60 min, and then divide that number with the number of
occurrences, i.e. 3, leading to a reported average of 20 minutes. As this calculation
is incorrect, and in the above example the correct answer would in fact be 60
minutes. Thus, a separate calculation is made to count the number of unique
occurrences with, following the above example, unique number of occurrences
with Monday+Print+Day. In the above example, this would give the number 1,
allowing counting an estimate of the average. This similar calculation is done for
each Weekday, each Daytime, and each media type (Computer, Print, TV, Radio,
Mobile, Other).
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APPENDIX III- SOCIAL MEDIA (COMPUTER)

Figure 24. Social media per weekday (% of total)

Figure 24 shows the share spent on different kinds of social media.
Unsurprisingly, Facebook counts for the largest share, from between 46% on
Saturdays to 66% on Mondays. Blogs are read mostly on Fridays (19%), and
Saturdays (29%), while Twitter use peaks on Wednesdays (14%), and Saturdays
(14%). The term ´other´, in the figure above, consists of among others, Skype,
Messenger, discussions forums, and second life.

Figure 25. Social media per daytime (% of total)
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Figure 25 shows the share of different types of social media per time of the day.
Facebook usage peaks in the evenings, 67%, while blogs are read mostly during
the days (16%). Table 5 shows the data for social media consumption.

Facebook

Blog

Twitter

LinkedIn

Other

Total

Minutes
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

2287
2157.5
3887.65
1886.5
1171.8
987.6
1551.3

410
450
447
383
393
624.3
307.5

214.5
187
796
230
125
305
220

52
24.5
38
102.5
22.5
35
50

507
625
711.25
993.3
400
191
300

3470.5
3444
5879.9
3595.3
2112.3
2142.9
2428.8

Morning
Day
Evening

2550.3
6331.6
7470.85

350.3
1457
1207.5

430
1000
647.5

100
162
62.5

508.1
220.8
220.25

3938.7
9171.4
9608.6

Percentages
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

65.9 %
62.6 %
66.1 %
52.5 %
55.5 %
46.1 %
63.9 %

11.8 %
13.1 %
7.6 %
10.7 %
18.6 %
29.1 %
12.7 %

6.2 %
5.4 %
13.5 %
6.4 %
5.9 %
14.2 %
9.1 %

1.5 %
0.7 %
0.6 %
2.9 %
1.1 %
1.6 %
2.1 %

14.6 %
18.1 %
12.1 %
27.6 %
18.9 %
8.9 %
12.4 %

100.0
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
%

Morning
Day
Evening

64.7 %
69.0 %
77.8 %

8.9 %
15.9 %
12.6 %

10.9 %
10.9 %
6.7 %

2.5 %
1.8 %
0.7 %

12.9 %
2.4 %
2.3 %

100.0
100.0
%
100.0
%
%

Table 5. Social media consumption per weekday and daytime
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APPENDIX IV – NEWS MEDIA (COMPUTER)

Figure 26. News media per weekday (% of total)

Figure 26 shows the share of different kinds of news media consumed during
different days of the week. Afternoon papers, Iltasanomat and Iltalehti, builds the
largest share for each day; being lowest on Sundays and Mondays (22%) and
highest on Wednesdays and Thursdays (30%). It is worth noting that a relatively
large share is categorized as “news”. This refers to instanced where no more
accurate description was available. It is slightly surprising that Mtv3 is as good as
inexistent, but it may well be that some parts of the “news” consists of that. The
news aggregator Ampparit is fairly popular throughout the week, being at its
lowest on Wednesdays (8%) and at its highest on Saturdays (16%). The term
´Other´, in the figure above, consists of e.g. international media and local
newspapers.
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Figure 27. News media per daytime (% of total)

Figure 27 shows the share of different news media consumed throughout the day
(table 6 shows the dat). Afternoon papers, Iltalehti and Iltasanomat, are read
mostly during the day (28), and the evenings (28%). Turun Sanomat peaks during
the mornings (22%), while Helsingin Sanomat stays relatively stable. Ampparit
peaks notably during the evenings, being at 24% (in comparison to only 2%
during the day).
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Afternoon
papers

Turun
Sanomat

Helsingin
Sanomat

Yle

Aamulehti

News
(uncategoriezed)

Ampparit

Huvfvudstadsbladet

Other

Total

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

286.3
292
485.9
449.9
261.7
232
212

148.8
226.5
283.35
141.8
96
61.1
94

101.6
57
167.5
143.2
93
12
83

84.3
102
78.8
89
104.3
89
100

59.1
65.5
57.55
41.8
24
67.1
59

Minutes
320
180
175
131.7
102.5
185
185

160
155
133.3
191.3
75
145
125

42
35
15
30
25
60
45

112.6
179
242.7
298.7
131
81.7
67.7

1314.7
1292
1639.1
1517.4
912.5
932.9
970.7

Morning
Day
Evening

787.9
784.4
622.5

783.7
203.5
64.35

263.8
266.1
127.4

154.8
222.1
270.5

196.4
113.3
64.35

110
262.5
191.7

391.6
63
530

242
10
0

595
883
350.4

3525.2
2807.9
2221.2

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

21.8 %
22.6 %
29.6 %
29.6 %
28.7 %
24.9 %
21.8 %

11.3 %
17.5 %
17.3 %
9.3 %
10.5 %
6.5 %
9.7 %

7.7 %
4.4 %
10.2 %
9.4 %
10.2 %
1.3 %
8.6 %

4.5 %
5.1 %
3.5 %
2.8 %
2.6 %
7.2 %
6.1 %

24.3 %
13.9 %
10.7 %
8.7 %
11.2 %
19.8 %
19.1 %

12.2 %
12.0 %
8.1 %
12.6 %
8.2 %
15.5 %
12.9 %

3.2 %
2.7 %
0.9 %
2.0 %
2.7 %
6.4 %
4.6 %

8.6 %
13.9 %
14.8 %
19.7 %
14.4 %
8.8 %
7.0 %

Morning
Day
Evening

22.4 %
27.9 %
28.0 %

22.2 %
7.2 %
2.9 %

7.5 %
9.5 %
5.7 %

6.4 %
7.9 %
4.8 %
5.9 %
11.4
% %
9.5
10.3
%
4.4 %
7.9 %
12.2
%

5.6 %
4.0 %
2.9 %

3.1 %
9.3 %
8.6 %

11.1 %
2.2 %
23.9 %

6.9 %
0.4 %
0.0 %

16.9 %
31.4 %
15.8 %

100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%
100.0
%

Percentages

Table 6. News media (computer) per weekday and daytime
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APPENDIX V- ONLINE VIDEO (COMPUTER)
Online video is looked at in more detail, due to given feedback from the June
2012 Result Seminar. First of all, it is worth noting that the total time spent on
online videos is just over 7500 minutes, equivalent to 125 hours (see Table 7
below). Considering the number of participants, and the length of the research
period, this type of media usage is only a small share of the total.
The gender differences shows that men tend to spend a larger share on Youtube
than women (73% vs. 48%) while women spend a larger share on streaming TV
series of movies (21% vs. 10%) or on web TV (10% vs. 0%).
The differences by age groups shows the following. The most active Youtube
users are those up to 19 year olds (74%), and those 28-44 year old (61%), and the
least by 44-63 (26%). The 44-63 year olds have instead a notably higher share on
streaming (60% in comparison to the average of 18%).
Figure 28 below show the distribution of online video consumption over the
different days of the week, and the different times of the day.

Figure 28. Online video per weekday (% of total)

Figure 28 shows a clear peak in Youtube watching on Fridays (91%) and
Saturdays (70%). During these two days, the time spent on streaming is as good as
inexistent.
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Figure 29. Online video per daytime (% of total)

Figure 29 shows the share of online video consumption per time of the day. The
share of Youtube is surprisingly large during the mornings, 60%, and increases
during the day to 70%. TV Kaista is used in the mornings, 17%, but it disappears
during the day and evening when it seems to be replaced by streaming.
International video sources builds up a majority share of total consumption, with
national sources (Areena, Ruutu, Katsomo) adding up to a total of 10-20%,
depending on the time of the day.
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AREENA

KATSOMO

LIVELEAK

RUSSIATV

RUUTU

TSTV

TVKAISTA

WEBTV

YOUTUBE

Total

82
165
30
0
0
60
60

STREAM
Minutes
120
225
510
280
0
0
205

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10
110
30
130
0
71
0

120
0
120
0
30
120
80

15
0
20
40
20
0
10

0
5
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
15
15
0
0
0

0
0
130
0
0
0
0

180
120
0
120
0
0
120

600
702
840
429
519
581
485

1127
1327
1695
1014
569
832
960

Morning
Day
Evening

81
70
200

10
20
440

5
60
40

5
0
0

57
108
232

0
535
805

15
0
15

130
0
0

0
60
480

457
1966
1733

760
2819
3945

0.0 %
0.0 %
0.9 %
1.5 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

0.0 %
0.0 %
7.7 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

16.0 %
9.0 %
0.0 %
11.8 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
12.5 %

53.2 %
52.9 %
49.6 %
42.3 %
91.2 %
69.8 %
50.5 %

100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

2.0 %
0.0 %
0.4 %

17.1 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

0.0 %
2.1 %
12.2 %

60.1 %
69.7 %
43.9 %

100.0 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

0.9 %
8.3 %
1.8 %
12.8 %
0.0 %
8.5 %
0.0 %

10.6 %
0.0 %
7.1 %
0.0 %
5.3 %
14.4 %
8.3 %

1.3 %
0.0 %
1.2 %
3.9 %
3.5 %
0.0 %
1.0 %

0.0 %
0.4 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

7.3 %
12.4 %
1.8 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
7.2 %
6.3 %

Percentages
10.6 %
17.0 %
30.1 %
27.6 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
21.4 %

Morning
Day
Evening

10.7 %
2.5 %
5.1 %

1.3 %
0.7 %
11.2 %

0.7 %
2.1 %
1.0 %

0.7 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

7.5 %
3.8 %
5.9 %

0.0 %
19.0 %
20.4 %

Table 7. Online video per weekday and daytime

WP 2 PMD DELIVERABLE 2.2.2.1 MEDIA CONSUMPTION
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APPENDIX VI- OVERALL MEDIA CONSUMPTION

Figure 30. Media consumption per weekday (% of total)

Figure 31. Media consumption per daytime (% of total)
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Figure 32. Computer activities per weekday (% of total)

Figure 33. Computer activities per daytime (% of total)
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Figure 34. Print consumption per weekday (% of total)

Figure 35. Print consumption per daytime (% of total)
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APPENDIX VII- MEDIA CONSUMPTION BY GENDER

Figure 36. Computer activities by gender per weekday (% of total)

Figure 37. Computer activities by gender per daytime (% of total)
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Figure 38. Print consumption by gender per weekday (% of total)

Figure 39. Print consumption by gender per daytime (% of total)
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APPENDIX VIII- MEDIA CONSUMPTION BY AGE GROUP

Figure 40. Computer activities by age group per weekday (% of total)
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Figure 41. Computer activities by age group per daytime (% of total)
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Figure 42. Print media consumption by age group per weekday (% of total)
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Figure 43. Print media consumption by age group per daytime (% of total)
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